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ABSTRACT

During the preparation of the Mineral Group List Index of the Mineral Powder Diffrac-
tion File, it was necessary to develop a consistent scheme for the representation of the
structural formulas. Because the fourteen letters B, C, F, H, I, K, N, O, P, S, U, V, W, and
Y of the Latin (Roman) alphabet represent chemical elements (element symbols), this
system uses twelve letters to represent cations, anions, and molecules occupying various
sites of the structure (site symbols). The letters available as structure-site symbols represent
cations with decreasing coordination numbers (CN) as follows: D, CN $ 9; E, CN 5 8
or 7; G, CN 5 6; J, CN 5 5; Q, CN 5 4 planar or 2 linear; T, CN 5 4 tetrahedral; and
R, CN 5 3 planar. These definitions leave sufficient remaining letters for other structure-
site symbols such as: A for all cations without regard to the coordination number; L for
lone-electron-pair cations; M for neutral molecular units; X for monatomic anions; and Z
for polyatomic anions. Structure sites of the same coordination type, yet distinct enough
for ordered occupancy of resident cations, may be differentiated by primes (9,99,999, etc.).
Variable coordination numbers on a structure site and variable site occupancies are indi-
cated by two symbols or subscripts with the intervening symbol ↔. For example, the
general structure-type formula of amphibole may be written as A7↔8[T4X11]2X92. A specific
structure-type formula also allows for a mixture of symbols to represent chemical elements
and structure sites such as A0↔1(E9↔G)2G93G992[Si4O11]2(OH)2 whereas an example of a
chemical formula is Ca2Mg5[Si4O11]2(OH)2 for the amphibole tremolite.

INTRODUCTION

During the preparation of the Mineral Group List Index
for the Mineral Powder Diffraction File (Bayliss et al.
1993) produced by the International Center for Diffrac-
tion Data, the need arose for a consistent technique to
represent structural formulas of the various mineral
groups. An examination of the mineralogical and crystal-
chemical literature reveals many different methods used
to represent structural formula when discussing minerals
and groups of minerals having the same or similar struc-
ture types.1 This lack of consistency leads to considerable
confusion. Additional confusion results from use of the
same letter in different ways, e.g., B in ABO3 to represent
either a boron atom or an unspecified cation that occupies

1 According to Lima-de-Faria et al. (1990), several structures
constitute a structure type if: (1) They have the same space-group
type [as defined in International Tables for Crystallography
(1992)] or belong to a pair of enantiomorphic space-group types;
(2) the atomic positions, occupied either fully or partially at ran-
dom, are the same in both structures; (3) for all Wyckoff posi-
tions, both the crystallographic point configurations and their
general geometrical interrelationships are similar; and (4) the cor-
responding atoms and corresponding bonds have similar
characteristics.

a structure site different from an equally unspecified cat-
ion A.

The term mineral group has been used in many places
(Strunz 1970; Bayliss et al. 1993; Fleischer and Manda-
rino 1995) without rigorous definition. For the Mineral
Powder Diffraction File, a mineral group is defined as a
collection of three or more mineral species with X-ray
diffraction patterns that show marked similarities because
the structures have considerable similarities, in particular
regarding crystallographic sites, stoichiometric ratios of
their sites, and coordination of the elements occupying
these sites. As a consequence of such similarities, a gen-
eral structure-type formula can be written for the mineral
group, which contains information on these common
structural properties, e.g., homologous (polysomatic) se-
ries such as humite, homeotypes such as perovskite, po-
lytypoids such as amphibole, polytypes such as kaolinite,
and isotypic series such as forsterite-faya1ite. A mineral
subgroup may be further defined as containing three or
more minerals within a group that have the same structure
type as described by Lima-di-Faria et al. (1990).

The extent of inconsistencies in structural formulas is
illustrated further by an examination of a few references


